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1.

Background

Aquifer 182 Holding Company Ltd (hereon Aquifer Limited), has acquired the property at 182 – 183 Anzac
Parade, Whanganui East, Whanganui. There are three existing artesian bores (well numbers: 790014, 790160
and 790162) located within the subject site. These bores are connected to the existing processing plant on-site
via underground pipe lines. The property was previously used by Fonterra and Kiwi Dairy Co-op Limited.
Aquifer Limited seeks to abstract a daily maximum of 107m3/day and up to 750m3/week of groundwater from
an existing Bore #790014 for the purpose of bottling and distributing water. A land use consent approval has
been obtained from Whanganui District Council (granted on 16 January 2019 – expiry five years after date of
commencement). A water permit pursuant to Rule 16-9 of the Horizons One Plan – Discretionary Activity is
required and an application to Horizons Regional Council was submitted in September 2018.

2.

Cultural Impact Assessment

Section 6 of the Resource Management Act (1991) sets out the matters of National Importance. Council is to
recognise and provide for these matters in exercising its responsibilities under the Act. Of relevance to this
application are:
(e) the relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites,
waahi tapu, and other taonga:
Thus, a Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) was undertaken by Poipoia Ltd on behalf of Ngā Hapū o Te Rūnanga o
Tūpoho. The CIA was commissioned by Aquifer Limited to support the Ngā Hapū o Te Rūnanga o Tūpoho in
providing the applicant and Horizons Regional Council with a clear position on the activity and provide
recommendations to avoid, remedy or mitigate the impacts identified.
On Thursday 28 November, 2019 Aquifer Limited and the Tangata Whenua Working Group met to discuss the
recommendations in the final CIA document and consider the next steps forward. It was agreed at this Hui that
Aquifer Limited would provide a written response to the summary recommendations.

3.

Feedback

In essence the Ngā Hapū o Te Rūnanga o Tupoho and Ngā Tāngata Tiaki o Whanganui oppose in its entirety, the
application for a water take permit based on concerns regarding the applicability of the consent with Te Awa
Tupua, the overall data for ground water takes in the rohe and cultural impacts but provide recommendations
for the consent authority to consider in the event that the application is to be approved.
Aquifer Limited note the summary recommendations:



Technical Assessment - A to D, H, I and Q relate to ground water level and water quality monitoring.
Aquifer Limited would accept an approval subject to conditions as proposed by Wallbridge Gilbert
Aztec (WGA) to monitor the water resource
Legal Assessment - E, F, G, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, R, S, T and U recognise and reflect concerns about the
potential cultural and physical impacts of the proposed water take on Te Awa Tupua and wider
cultural values. Aquifer Limited acknowledges the concern of iwi and hapū of the Whanganui River
and respects the need to consider the potential impacts on the River.

Aquifer Limited would like to thank Poipoia Ltd for undertaking the CIA on behalf of Ngā Hapū o Te Rūnanga o
Tūpoho.
Aquifer Limited has been fully committed to engaging with Te Runanga o Tupoho and hapū with this venture
and see there are potential benefits to the community including ngā hapū of Whanganui.
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Subject

Engagement meeting - 3 August 2020

Notes of a meeting held at Tūpoho House at 10am on Monday 3rd August 2020.
Attendees were:
Tūpoho Representatives: Beryl Miller, Jill Sheehy, Mariana Waitai, Tracey Waitokia and Des
Cantebury.
Aquifer 182 Ltd: Geoff Murdoch, Declan Rogers, Marsh Tangaroa and Brenda O’Shaughnessy
Karakia
Following introductions and update on where things were at, the group worked through the
CIA recommendations and responses provided by the applicant in the ‘response document’
(refer attached). It records that Aquifer 182 Ltd Directors note and accept all recommendations
within their authority. It was noted that some matters are for the regional council.
It was acknowledged that all parties to this relationship were working in good faith. That the
applicant has been proactive in coming to iwi early and seeking to address concerns
appropriately.
Tracey and Des highlighted how at Pipiriki and Atene bores were drilled (at a depth of 97m
and water ran clear after 24hrs) and this is secured more water than is required. Noting that
water quality is not so good at some other marae, the surplus water has been offered to those
marae rather than used for any commercial purpose.
Tikanga - This good quality water resource from Pipiriki and Atene is being used to sustain all
marae that need it. Des and Tracey noted that hapū were concerned that was not ‘right’ that
some mana whenua lost access to quality water during the summer and were being asked to
support ‘others’ taking water away to sustain other communities rather than the River
community.
There was a high-level discussion about the potential for Aquifer 182 Ltd to supply/loan large
containers to assist the transfer of water to marae in need.
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Tracey observed how it is then reasonable that hapū affected are not impressed to see
applications for the taking of water for commercial purposes when they cannot secure
sustainable access for themselves as tangata whenua.
There was a need for monitoring to confirm that Tupua te kawa is being applied appropriately.
Hapū and iwi are concerned that without monitoring by HRC, how can HRC be sure that the
effects of taking water as proposed for each ‘water take’ application is indeed sustainable and
adhering to Tupua te kawa.
A discussion about whether Aquifer 182 Ltd would be prepared to write a joint letter to HRC to
support a request from iwi that HRC confirm what monitoring is currently undertaken and
planned for the future to assure iwi that Tupua te kawa is being applied and that water quality
and flows are being monitoring sufficiently to confirm effects of water take applications.
Tracey confirmed that the concern was around Tupua te Kawa by HRC. Iwi can be neutral to
the proposal if working together give relationship to find a positive outcome but before we
can commit to that iwi need to know how HRC is recognising and providing for Tupua te
Kawa as now legally required. Need to uphold wai for wai.
It was agreed that Beryl and Brenda would work together to prepare a letter to HRC to assist
the resolution of that issue. Brenda was instructed to prepare a first draft for circulation to
Tūpoho representatives and Aquifer 182 Ltd directors for review.

Actions:
Draft letter was circulated to all attendees on 19th September 2020 for review.
Letter signed by parties on 8th October and forwarded to HRC on 12th October 2020.
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Memorandum
Te Rūnanga o Tūpoho Working Party and Aquifer 182 Ltd, Horizons Regional
Council

To
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Subject

Notes of a meeting held at BNZ Business Centre, Whanganui at 11am on Wed 16 th
December 2020.

Attendees:
•

Tūpoho Representatives: Jill Sheehy, Mariana Waitai and John Maihi (via phone).

•

Aquifer 182 Ltd: Geoff Murdoch, Declan Rogers, Marsh Tangaroa and Brenda
O’Shaughnessy

•

Horizons RC: Jasmine Mitchell, Nic Peet and Stephen Collins (Groundwater scientist)

No karakia required as Aquifer was joining an existing meeting.
Rūnanga position and update
1.

Mariana summarised that the collective Rūnanga opposition continues however hapū will
now need to express their view.

2.

Rūnanga hui on Sunday 20th December – the Working Group will present the findings of
meeting with HRC about how they monitor river water quality and allocation. Then those
hapū who wish to engage will have the option to continue and engage individually with
Aquifer on the project.

3.

Runanga hui after August meeting with Aquifer - confirmed collective Rūnanga opposition
remained despite agreement on CIA agreed responses and mitigations. Some hapū have
said ‘no’ and others have said we want to work with Aquifer.

HRC monitoring and allocation information
4.

Mariana and Jill confirmed that the information from HRC was clear that water-take
proposed by Aquifer is well within the sustainable allocation. Refer Figure 1 below drawn on
whiteboard.

5.

Mariana and Jill confirmed that the Rūnanga opposition relates to taking water to bottle
and sell it. The CIA response document records the agreed measures to mitigate cultural
issues as set out in the recommendations for consideration if consent is to be considered.

6.

Process is important. applicant and iwi have genuinely engaged for 3 years now. Jill and
Mariana again confirmed that the Rūnanga opposition is about the use of water rather
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than the effects on the environment which, science expertise has confirmed, will be less
than minor. No one is contesting the science or Horizon’s monitoring or allocation science
information.
7.

Monitoring and measuring of resource - has been addressed today with information from
HRC. This will be taken to Sunday’s hui.

Notification implications
8.

9.

Jasmine indicated that:
•

opposition as contained in the CIA would likely be deemed to signal significant cultural
issues to be addressed.

•

Neutral feedback from iwi would likely be assessed to indicate no significant effects.

Nic summarised - we need to let hui happen and see what comes out of that.

Hapū position
10. John M observed that hapū have given a specific direction and on that basis the Working
Group has been through a process including a CIA – but new legislation has seen NTT now
making active play. They have a different view also.
John was clear that they have instruction from hapū which is what they have done and will
now report back.
John noted that WLST say they are the legal entity in this matter now, but he also noted
that the Rūnanga has the relationships with councils etc.
Note that WLST representatives attended
11.

Declan asked who the hapū in support were:
John Maihi confirmed it was Ngati Pomoana – his own hapū. They will look at opportunities
wherever they arise –and this is considered a definite proposition.

Notification Criteria
12.

To potentially avoid full public notification Aquifer needs a ‘neutral statement’ from the
Rūnanga and/or hapū.

13.

Marsh – asked Jasmine - given the two hapu support – what does that mean for
notification? – does that reach threshold of neutrality or opposition overall?
•

Jasmine responded that it is not necessarily a numbers game – more important to
confirm is everyone comfortable with CIA oppose – need to state that following
engagement and proposed mitigations/offsets that Rūnanga and/or hapū has changed
so no longer oppose the water take application.

14. Mariana confirmed there are 9 hapū of which 2 support.
15. Jill asked did Aquifer not want to notify – what did that mean?
•

Brenda responded that Aquifer have confirmed that the physical effects on the
environment are less than minor – referencing the WGA and WSP science assessments.
Engagement with the Rūnanga has been to obtain an assessment of cultural impacts
including how the proposal aligns with Kaitiaki values, Tupua te kawa (as contained in
the CIA) and to work to resolve potential issues identified to enable Rūnanga and/or
hapū to provide feedback that does not oppose the application – by taking at least a
neutral stance.
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•

To avoid full public notification Aquifer needs at least a ‘neutral statement’ from the
Rūnanga or relevant hapū. Full notification would mean anyone could submit.

16. Marsh – as Rūnanga represent hapū why should the Rūnanga present any position – should
it stay neutral? Rūnanga represents hapū -if Rūnanga were neutral would allow hapū to
make decisions on their own.
17.

Have info to enable a neutral position - e.g. have HRC information.

18. Mariana would like Marsh to be present at hui on Sunday…. To outline the neutral position
option– ‘Marsh your Uri is key the fact that you are director on board is second to that. You
have always been open about your role in all this.’
Engagement Process
19. Marsh noted the process of Rūnanga / hapū consideration has been frustrating. He
expected Rūnanga and hapū would come together to look at a proposal– along the way
there has been opposition. If the Aquifer proposal is to go forward we need some clear
guidance on direction. Part of our agreed mitigations of cultural concerns stated in the CIA
included representation to monitor cultural effects.
•

Given that Rūnanga opposition remains even though mitigations are agreed, Marsh
asked Jasmine whether she considered that enough to determine whether to notify or
not.

•

Marsh considers that the Rūnanga hui on Sunday will likely deliver the same outcomes
in terms of position. Some hapū support, some oppose and the Rūnanga opposes.

20. Mariana – responded to Marsh:

21.

•

‘I hear you’ – Aquifer are the only ones that have talked with iwi and she wanted to
thank them for that and for their genuineness in this process.

•

We know you are genuine. When we do this [process] for first time – it can be like
‘hitting head against brick wall’. May not appear to have been much movement –but
behind the scenes has been much progress. She appreciates that it has been a long
process.

•

Mariana recalled that 3 years ago at Parakino – Marsh put down korero about this
project and reminding the hapū of the process. Some saw the opportunity and others
opposed.

John – stated that they are going to try best to push forward – adamant have to do
something – or look bad. His view is different to other hapū.
John’s hapu are going to go ahead – 3 years is ridiculous he noted. He would like to drive it
to arrive at a compromise to enable progress.

22. Mariana expects that after Sunday there will be some clarity about how Aquifer can
proceed.
Aquifer Directors
23. Jill finally noted that she is still concerned about the silent 50% director.
24. Geoff reiterated that as stated in previous meetings and emails to the Working group, that
this business is Whanganui based and from the start they wanted hapū involved and it will
remain locally owned and operated.
•

They are aiming for a local company not just a commodity but a dream of Geoff’s from
childhood. IF we can’t get buy-in we will change our minds on proceeding. The
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director is supporting with finance and marketing only – expertise the company needs
externally.
•

Declan reiterated that there have been learnings – but they have a real commitment to
ongoing engagement and to mitigations recorded in the CIA response document. We
didn’t know COVID a year ago and things have changed– we plan on giving back to
community with scholarships and water for community events.

Consistency
Marsh expressed concern about the HRC process. His expectation is that exactly the same
engagement/ feedback requirements are applied to all water take applicants – that everyone
requiring a consent should be going through engagement.
John wants this engagement finished - spent too much time on this!
Mariana acknowledged that this is a difficulty with collective voice of Rūnanga – but this is the
way it must work. Can’t predetermine outcome of the meeting - neutral position might be the
outcome.
Definitely going to be discussed on Sunday along with info to be provided by Stephen groundwater expert from HRC.
Actions:
CIA agreed mitigations and HRC monitoring and allocations processes are to be an agenda
item for discussion at next Rūnanga hui (20th December 2020).
Jill to provide feedback asap to Aquifer (at least informally), after Sunday’s hui on final feedback
position of hapū and/or Rūnanga.

Figure 1: Whiteboard drawing explanation of water allocation - HRC
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